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1. Let ρ be an arbitrary 2-qubit density operator. Suppose we perform a projective

measurement of the second qubit in the computational basis. Let ρ′ be the density

matrix which would be assigned to the system after the measurement by an observer

who did not learn the measurement result. Prove that the reduced density matrix

for the first qubit is not affected by the measurement, i.e.,

tr2(ρ
′) = tr2(ρ).

2. Suppose we have a single qubit operator U with eigenvalues ±1, so that U is both

Hermitian and unitary, so it can be regarded both as an observable and a quantum

gate. Suppose we wish to measure the observable U . That is, we desire to obtain

a measurement result indicating one of the two eigenvalues, and leaving a post-

measurement state which is the corresponding eigenvector. Show that the following

circuit implements a measurement of U .

3. The π/8-gate can be denoted as T =

1 0

0 eiπ/4

.
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(1) Calculate TXT † and TY T †, express the results in terms of Pauli matrices X, Y

and Z.

(2) Write down a set of universal quantum logic gates that contains the π/8-gate.

4. Consider the following quantum circuit C:

(1) Write down the matrix of the unitary operation U corresponding to C, with

respect to the computational basis.

(2) Write down a quantum circuit corresponding to the inverse operation U−1.

(3) If C is applied to the initial state |0⟩ |0⟩ and is followed by a measurement of

each qubit in the computational basis, what is the distribution on measurement

outcomes?

5. Please construct the quantum SWAP gate to swap two qubits using the C-NOT gate.

6. Please design a quantum circuit which converts the state |00⟩, |01⟩, |10⟩, |11⟩ into four

Bell states.

7. Consider the following three-qubit quantum circuit, in which |χ⟩ and |ϕ⟩ are arbitrary

qubit states:
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(1) Give the intermediate states of the circuit, |ψ0⟩, |ψ1⟩, |ψ2⟩, |ψ3⟩.

(2) If the measurement result is zero, what is the state of the bottom two qubits?

(3) If ⟨χ|ϕ⟩ = α, with what probability is the measurement result zero?

8. Verify that the following circuit is the appropriate encoder/decoder circuit for the 3

qubit phase flip code. In other words, exhibit a measurement on the two ancillae in

the circuit’s output |ψ⟩ that will detect whether a phase flip error occurred on one

of the three qubits.

9. Please write down the DiVincenzo criterion that quantum computer implementation

must satisfy.

10. Let |ψ⟩ = a|0⟩+ b|1⟩ and consider the following circuit. What is the output state of

the top qubit?

11. Evaluate the output of the following quantum circuit.


